Read these instructions carefully

1. Ensure that you have read all the information on the front cover of the question book.
2. Write your student number in the space provided above.
3. Complete each of the following sections in the correct part of this answer book:
   – Section A – Revolution 1
   – Section B – Revolution 2
4. Indicate the revolution that you have chosen for Section A and the revolution you have chosen for Section B.
   You must not choose the same revolution for both sections.
5. Do not remove any pages from the answer book.
6. You may ask the supervisor for additional answer books. Complete all details on any additional answer books used.
7. Enclose any additional answer books inside the front cover of the first answer book used.
SECTION A – Revolution 1

Answer all questions for your chosen revolution for Section A in the spaces provided. Extra space for responses to Section A is provided on pages 7 to 9.

Shade the box of the revolution you have chosen.
You must NOT choose the same revolution for Section A and Section B.

☐ America
☐ France
☐ Russia
☐ China
Causes of revolution

Question 1

a.

b.
SECTION A

c.
Consequences of revolution

Question 2
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DO NOT WRITE IN THIS AREA
Question 3
Extra space for responses to Section A
Clearly number all responses in this space.
SECTION B – Revolution 2

Answer all questions for your chosen revolution for Section B in the spaces provided. Extra space for responses to Section B is provided on pages 16 to 18.

Shade the box of the revolution you have chosen.
You must NOT choose the same revolution for Section A and Section B.

☐ America
☐ France
☐ Russia
☐ China
Causes of revolution

Question 1 – Essay
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Consequences of revolution

Question 2

a.

b.
c.
Extra space for responses to Section B

Clearly number all responses in this space.